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Her Own Kind 
 

he other Chinese girl rushes into the dance studio twenty 
minutes late on the first day of school. She explains that it took 

her forever to find the place, her broken English making her apology 
humbler than it already is, until Professor Stella pinches her fingers 
midair for the girl to shut up.  

Lulu fixes her gaze at the mirror, continuing her port de bras 
without the slightest sign to acknowledge the new girl’s existence. 
But the girl, after a quick glance around the room, shuffles over and 
stands behind Lulu at the barre by the window. 

Plié. Lulu takes a deep, annoyed breath. Grand plié. Only the 
advanced dancers can claim the window barre, leaving the barres in 
the middle of the studio for the newbies out of patronization. This is 
Lulu’s junior year in Rosemary College’s dance program. She started 
out at the center and worked her way up to the side, and she hates it 
when random girls walk in and assume they can be like her.  

By the end of the routine, the dancers turn around, switching to 
the left side, which gives Lulu a good view of the girl: chubby, 
slouching, with long and frizzy hair all over the place. The girl does 
not even have the common sense to tie her hair up for a dance class. 
On the girl’s feet are a pair of grandma black liners. As the dancers 
bend forward for a good stretch, the girl almost sticks her saggy ass 
in Lulu’s face. 

Barres, then center floor. Lulu marches to her usual spot and the 
girl follows. Why can’t she leave Lulu alone? The dancers tendu croisé 
devant. In the mirror, the girl trips over her leg. 

“Lovely, dancers,” says Professor Stella.  
Lulu can only assume that Professor Stella is selectively blind 

because the girl is nowhere near lovely. As the music proceeds, the 
girl changes her strategy. She holds her arms in a deliberate flappy 
way as if her clumsy moves come from laziness instead of 
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incompetency. Her half-hearted attempt reminds Lulu of chipped nail 
polish. Lulu does not allow chipped nails. Once a single nail peels, 
she removes the color from all ten fingers.   

“Beautiful,” says Professor Stella. She gives the dancers a water 
break. As the dancers scatter around, the girl shoots a tentative smile 
at Lulu, who turns her face away.  

Lulu tells Faith, “I’m donating my blood next Monday.”  
“Really?” Faith the devout blonde tried to take Lulu to Sunday 

Service. She has casually mentioned to Lulu three times that the 
church offers free meals.  

 “You went last time,” Lulu says. “Very inspiring.” She hopes the 
answer gratifies Faith, especially after Faith failed to set up Lulu 
and Jesus.  

Faith pulls Lulu into a hug, stains Lulu’s top with sweat. “I’m so 
happy for you.” 

 “Dancers,” says Professor Stella, “let’s do chassé, balancé, pas de 
bourrée, and chassé across the room. End with a leap of your choice. 
Two at a time.” 

Lulu pairs up with Faith and finally gets rid of the new girl, who 
is hiding at the end of the line. After finishing the combo, Lulu leans 
on the barre to watch the girl stumble across the floor. Something 
about the girl’s disoriented limbs reminds Lulu of a remote afternoon 
from her kindergarten, when she held a magnifying glass over a 
garden ant. The burning smell filled Lulu’s pumping little heart with 
a serene sense of accomplishment. 

 
osemary College locates in a predominantly white town in 
Virginia, where the nearest ethnic restaurant that attempts 

authenticity is half an hour away and called Andy Chang, which, as 
the name implies, is a knock-off of P.F. Chang. Being blue is one of 
the few things that Rosemary College holds dear, especially when the 
campus lies close to a flamboyantly rich Christian university. The 
Christian university’s president urges his students to carry concealed 
weapons and end the Muslims before they walk in. “Only the bad 
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Muslims,” he clarifies. “There’re many good Muslims. You know what 
I mean.” 

Lulu’s college dignifies itself with a well-mannered apathy toward 
the fact that the Christian university basically owns the town, and 
that the university is nibbling down Rosemary with each passing day. 
Last year, the university bought off the apiary when Rosemary 
downgraded Environmental Studies from a major to a minor; this 
year, the 130-acre field from the withering Equestrian team. Lulu 
and her friends, however, keep their chins up because their college 
voted for Hillary instead of Trump, and Lulu will never forget the 
tears, curses, and collective breakdowns on the election night. 
Professors canceled classes the next morning, and students woke up 
in the afternoon with massive hangovers, all grieving the fall of the 
United States. The election attributed Rosemary’s decline to 
something more tragic and heroic than the school itself. When the 
dining hall switched to a cheaper food provider that also catered to 
the local prison, there were not many protesters among the students 
because they knew they were suffering along with the rest of 
America. Lulu and her friends chewed the cold pizza and 
undercooked pasta, and they carried the freshman fifteen with silent 
patriotism.  

After finishing her floppy omelet, Lulu hurries over to the dance 
studio while holding in a greasy burp. When she rushes down the 
final few stairs, there is the new girl again, standing at the door and 
struggling with the knob. The girl turns around at the sound of 
Lulu’s footsteps and says, slightly out of breath,  

“门是锁的。” 
The four Chinese syllables catch Lulu off guard. While Americans 

always assume Lulu is Korean, her own people still spot her, 
speaking the mother language to her face no matter how fluent 
Lulu’s English is. Lulu feels like being tagged in hide-and-seek. Four 
syllables are enough to turn her into it. She reaches for the doorknob 
in silence, and she feels the moist warmth left by the girl. The trick is 



 
 

  

to press the knob real hard before turning it left. Lulu opens the door 
and walks straight in, without holding it for the girl behind.  

But the girl, oh the girl, fails to pick up on the most obvious hint. 
She follows Lulu inside and speaks Chinese again, in a room full of 
white dancers, “我叫张诗韵，你叫什么？”  

So that is the girl’s name: Shiyun Zhang. Lulu wishes that the 
girl goes by a name like Sakura or Seo-yeon, with an easily 
recognizable Japanese or Korean origin. But no. The girl could have 
come from any other Asian country—Vietnam, Singapore, or 
Thailand—yet she comes from China, and there is no aversion purer 
than what Lulu feels for another Chinese. 

Madeline winks at Lulu while stretching her legs on the floor. 
“You found yourself a language partner?” Madeline is the short and 
clueless brunette. She has trained in ballet for thirteen years and 
still gets yelled at by Professor Stella for leaving the rubber band on 
her wrist during dance concerts. 

Lulu replies, “Everyone on campus is my language partner.”  
“What were you saying to Lulu?” Madeline asks the girl. The girl 

opens her mouth, but Lulu cuts her off. 
“We speak English when the majority in the room are native 

English speakers,” Lulu says in a volume loud enough to bring color 
into the girl’s face. “It’s basic etiquette.”  

She wonders if the girl even knows the word etiquette, but the girl 
shuts her mouth like a goldfish. Lulu turns back to Madeline. “Do you 
have an extra rubber band I can borrow?”  

Madeline proudly shows her wrist to Lulu. “Anytime.” 
“Thanks, love.” Lulu has never called Madeline love before, but 

Madeline does not seem to fully appreciate the honor. Lulu conceals 
her annoyance by turning to Faith, who is doing leg swings by the 
barre. 

“Faith! Quick question: should I eat breakfast before the blood 
draw?” 

“Eat for sure. And water, lots and lots of water. Stay hydrated.” 



 
 

  

“Last time I went,” Madeline says in a dreamy tone, “the nurses 
told me I was too tiny.” 

“Maybe you’ll grow a few inches before graduation,” Faith says. 
“That’s what happened to my cousin. You can go through a second 
puberty.” 

“You know what we should do?” Lulu says abruptly. “Black 
Leotard Friday. On Black Friday we all wear black leotards.” 

“Sounds fun!” echoes Madeline.  
The new girl sits in silence. She must be hating and admiring 

Lulu at the same time. What is pathetic about Chinese people is that 
if you cannot win the love from the Caucasians, you cannot win the 
respect from your own race. While the girl keeps her mouth shut, 
Lulu goes on and on like a radio that refuses to be turned off. 

  
nside the health center, a thick-shouldered nurse sits in front of 
the computer, the reflection of the screen light making her 

powdered face look dry. She asks Lulu, “Have you been outside of the 
United States and Canada in the past twelve months?” 

“Yes,” Lulu answers. Does that render her blood unsanitary?  
“Where have you been?” 
“China. I went back home over the summer.” 
“Which part of China?” 
“Beijing.” 
The nurse types on the keyboard with two index fingers like a 

mantis. “Your height?”  
“One hundred seventy centimeters, about five feet seven.” 
“And weight?” 
“Fifty-seven kilograms. I don’t know how much that is in pounds.” 
The nurse turns to a man sitting nearby. “What’s fifty-seven 

kilograms in pounds?” 
“I dunno. Yo Teresa, how many pounds is fifty-seven kilograms?” 
Someone pulls out the calculator on their phone. “That’s like 125 

pounds.” 
“One twenty-five, Julie!” 
“Uh-huh,” says the nurse sitting in front of Lulu.  
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How about some privacy? There is no need to broadcast Lulu’s 
weight across the hall, but clearly no one thinks she would mind. One 
hundred and twenty-five pounds at five feet seven. Light enough for 
the American South. Not enough for China.  

Back in China, Lulu never donated blood. Studying abroad 
changes people, bringing out the virtues Lulu had never shown 
before. Nowadays she nags her roommates to recycle trash and drops 
her less successful outfits at Goodwill. Nurse Julie leads Lulu to an 
empty bed. When Lulu lies down and watches the plum-colored blood 
being drawn from her arm, she feels cold, but in a few weeks, she will 
receive an email notifying her where the blood has been received, in 
Richmond or Charlottesville, even Washington, D.C. She likes the 
idea that her genes are out there invading America, one needlestick 
at a time. 

After the blood draw, Lulu heads to the dance studio wearing a 
red bandage on her elbow like a gallantry medal. She runs into Logan 
Miller on the staircase, and she walks straight past him. They dated 
during her freshman year, briefly. By the time they broke up, he had 
coaxed her into going down on him, and two years later, he still looks 
at her in the same unscrupulous way when she put her mouth near 
his zipper.   

Lulu shakes her head like she is shooing a fly. She needs a 
distraction from the negativity, and as soon as she walks into the 
locker room, Lulu pinpoints her target. It is the third week of school, 
and the new girl has finally learned to avoid eye contact with Lulu. 
While Lulu adjusts her leotard straps, the girl starts conversations 
with the other dancers, but her tongue gets lost in the accent until 
she falls back into silence. The duller the girl appears, the livelier 
Lulu feels, as if the soil is only fertile enough for one of them to 
blossom. Lulu does an impression of Professor Stella, which cracks up 
the room, while the girl shrinks deeper into the wall corner. 

This is what the girl gets for trespassing. Before her arrival, the 
only other student with a Chinese surname at Rosemary College was 
Amy Liu, who was made in America and carries on her legacy by 
ordering Panda Express three times a week. Amy narrows her scope 



 
 

  

of activities to the computer lab where she pulls all-nighters to play 
League of Legends, thus leaving the dance scene to Lulu. In fact, 
Lulu was the only foreigner among Stella girls. There was once a 
Nigerian dancer in the program, but by midterm she was missing 
half of the classes. Lulu was not bothered by the black girl’s 
disappearance; she likes being the one and only diversity girl, sliding 
across the spacious room in silk ballet slippers. When the dancers do 
their barre routine, Lulu prides herself on staying paler than most of her 
sun-kissed classmates. In unison, they cast long and lean shadows on the 
wooden floor.   

Now the new girl has taken away the uniqueness of Lulu’s skin, 
Lulu spells Shiyun Zhang on social media but finds nothing. It is not 
until days later that Lulu figures out the girl has registered with her 
English name. Sapphire. That is the ridiculous name the girl has 
given herself. In Sapphire Zhang’s Instagram bio, she puts a Chinese 
flag and an American flag side by side. Red flag next to the Stars and 
Stripes. How desperate. Three weeks in the States and the girl 
cannot wait to mark the country as her own.  

In her retaliation, Lulu giggles and gossips more than ever in 
dance class. On some days, she almost enjoys the girl’s existence. What is 
the point of a performance if there is no audience? Whenever the girl is 
around, life pours out of every pore in Lulu. Her dimples deepen, her 
eyes light up. She wonders if she has grown half an inch because she 
feels taller in the mirror. 

She gets herself into a relationship—Christopher from the tennis 
team. He has messy hay-colored hair and the nervous chuckles of a 
high schooler. Lulu has asked him for rides twice, and now they are 
Facebook official. He waits outside the studio to escort her. They hold 
hands until they are out of sight of the other dancers, then she lets go 
of his surprisingly soft and sweaty palm which fails her expectations 
for masculinity.  

By October, Professor Stella adds fondu to the barre routine. On 
foggy autumn mornings, the pronunciation reminds Lulu of fondue 
with a cheesy sensation. When the class is over, Lulu makes a curtsy 
to Professor Stella, who says, “You feel different from last year.” 



 
 

  

“Do you prefer the new me?”  
“You seem happier,” Professor Stella says, “I wonder what 

happened.” 
Lulu tilts her head to the side. “Finally got over my jet lag, I 

suppose.” 
  

osemary College does not have fraternities. The cliques refer to 
themselves as secret societies. On Saturday night, Chris takes 

Lulu to a party in the dorm of some ginger called Rory. Lulu is 
surprised to see the other Chinese girl in the room, and she frowns at 
Chris. “I thought this party was exclusive.”  

“It is,” he promises. She smells the alcohol on his breath.   
“Then why is she here?” Lulu asks. Chris replies with a blank 

stare.  
It does not take Lulu long to find out that the Chinese girl is 

Rory’s roommate. When the girl came back from the library, she 
found a crowded room with three people making out on her bed. This 
answer satisfies Lulu. She returns to Chris, grabs the beer from him. 
“You’ve had enough.”  

She forces a reluctant nod out of Chris before turning her eyes 
back to the girl. The girl, however, is not sitting alone anymore. 
Logan Miller appears out of thin air and tells her his favorite joke, 
which involves three chicas and one bartender. His attention prods 
the girl into flipping her hair in a way that sickens Lulu. And when 
Logan turns around, it is too late for Lulu to take her eyes back. He 
puts his arm around the girl’s chair and shoots Lulu a look: watch 
me, watch how easy it is to hook up with a Chinese girl.  

Why did she ever date him? Lulu knows she should go easier on 
her younger self, considering back then she had barely turned 
eighteen and landed in America with a head full of white knight 
fantasies. She broke things off with Logan when she went through 
his phone and saw him texting Amy Liu. It did not shock Lulu that 
he was talking to another girl. What irritated her was the fact that 
Amy never even texted back. Now Amy could always look down at 
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Lulu with a loving sympathy, thinking Lulu only got to keep her 
sleazy boyfriend at Amy’s mercy. 

Oh, Amy Liu! Why did it have to be Amy Liu? Lulu wished Logan 
had texted any other girl, the normal ones, his own kind—even Mary 
Campbell with eyes too far apart that give away her stupidity—just 
to prove that he did not have an Asian fetish. But seeing him with 
the new girl, Lulu believes something is inherently wrong in Logan, 
or why would he prey on only the yellow girls if he could get around 
with his race?  

In the corner of her eyes, Lulu watches Logan handing a pocket 
flask to the girl. When the girl drinks and wipes her mouth on her 
sleeve, she looks like she is about to vomit, but eventually manages a 
timid smile. Logan laughs. He whispers something into the girl’s ear, 
then he helps her up, helps her out of the room.  

Tick tock, tick tock. Lulu’s eyes move between her phone and the 
clock on the wall like a ping-pong match. Chris is sprawled on a 
cotton candy pink pouf with eyes half-closed, smacking his lips when 
Lulu gives his shoulder a nudge, so she leaves the room without him.  

She does not find Logan and the girl anywhere in the hallway or 
the closest restroom stalls. At the end of the hall, there is a door 
leading to the parking lot. Lulu pushes it open, dives into the chilly 
night. Moths are flying under the streetlight.  

Before she goes back to the party, slight noises catch her 
attention. Something is happening at the far end of the parking lot. 
Lulu walks over, hugging herself against the cold, wishing that she 
had brought her jacket. 

There they are.  
At first, Lulu cannot tell what is happening, but then she 

recognizes two figures struggling in the darkness: one is holding the 
other down in the narrow space between a Volvo and a Jeep. The girl 
turns her head at Lulu, who freezes by the lamp post with a ghostly 
pale face.  

“救救我！” 



 
 

  

Help. Lulu stands paralyzed, until Logan turns his bloodshot eyes 
to her. “Fuck off!” 

Lulu obeys. She backs away into the shadow, then she runs. She 
runs until she enters her dorm and locks the door. After catching her 
wrist to stop it from shaking, Lulu calls the RA and reports a party 
that has gone past the quiet hours. If the girl was anyone else, Lulu 
would have called the police, but what has the girl done to deserve 
Lulu’s wholehearted rescue? No one has forced the girl to party, 
drink, or follow Logan into the night, just like no one grabbed Lulu’s 
hair to press her tongue between his thighs.    

Two minutes later, she dials the RA again. The same yawning 
voice answers, “We’re on it.” When Lulu dials for the third time, no 
one picks up. She goes through every Snapchat and Instagram 
account of the secret society members for updates. Selfie. Selfie. 
Selfie captioned lit with flame stickers. Selfie. The on-again-off-again 
campus Wi-Fi traps Lulu with the picture of Rory sticking her tongue 
out, cleavage spilling out of her low-cut top. When the Internet finally 
refreshes and Rory’s fake barbell tongue ring is out of sight, Lulu 
finds a Twitter calling the RA bitch, so she assumes the party is over, 
twenty-four minutes after she fled from the parking lot.  

Lulu wonders if the girl was a virgin twenty-five minutes ago. 
Now is a good time for the girl to regret her lazy attitude in the dance 
studio. Better to break her hymen for splits than saving it for Logan. 
Then Lulu realizes that she is thinking out loud, repeating the same 
sentences as a theatrical monologue. She does not stop. Hearing her 
cruelty drives away her quivers, warming up her throat like a cup of 
instant coffee. 

She hears no gossip over the weekend. Monday comes, and the 
new girl is missing from the studio. When the class ends, Professor 
Stella stops Lulu on her way out. “You don’t look well.” 

It relieves Lulu that Professor Stella does not mention the girl’s 
absence like Madeline did, as if one Chinese is supposed to know the 
other Chinese’s whereabouts. Lulu is tempted to deny Professor 
Stella’s observation, but this woman with silver hair has the distant 
and sympathetic eyes of an old horse. All faculty are mandated 



 
 

  

reporters, and Lulu wonders what will happen to Logan if she turns 
him in: jail, or at least expulsion? She has never expected that she 
could use another girl to get rid of him. This possibility tickles the 
inside of her stomach.  

“I’m concerned,” adds Professor Stella. Lulu thinks of all the likes 
a #MeToo hashtag can harvest these days. It would be nice to step up 
and defend someone else. She can have the same sense of 
participation with no scars.   

“I saw something,” Lulu says, forcing a touch of pain into her 
voice. 

 
he next morning, Lulu receives two emails. One informs her that 
her blood ended up in the neighboring town with the Andy 

Chang restaurant, meaning some lucky people over there can enjoy 
both the authentic Chinese blood and semi-authentic Chinese food. 
Lulu is disappointed that her blood does not reach out as far as she 
would like. She closes the tab and clicks on the second email. It was 
an electronic response from the Dean’s Office, stating that a report of 
suspected sexual assault has been received and further investigations 
will be conducted. 

In the following week, the new girl vanishes from the dance 
studio, but Lulu still runs into Logan when he plays pool in the 
lounge, or smokes on a bench with the stoners who write poems. Lulu 
sends another email to the Dean’s Office, receives the same response 
that the investigation is in process, until she demands a meeting 
because the curiosity is killing her. 

A meeting is arranged with Dean Connor, who is a grey-haired 
man with a round belly and thin limbs like a ceramic teapot, friendly 
in a plain way. When Lulu enters his office, she notices two 
armchairs across from Dean Connor’s desk. The new girl is curling up 
in one of the chairs like a rag doll, and the empty chair is reserved for 
Lulu. As Lulu takes her seat, she gives the girl a quick once-over. The 
girl seems to have put on weight since their last encounter, her face 
paler and rounder like a fermented dough. Lulu wonders if the girl 
was hoping for the extra fat to protect her like an armor, while Dean 
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Connor eyes Lulu up and down through his rectangular-framed 
glasses. 

“Good morning, Miss Lulu Bai. How’s your week been?” 
Lulu reminds herself to maintain a bitter face for the occasion. 

Seeing that Lulu has no intention for small talk, Dean Connor clears 
his throat.  

“Miss Bai, you’ll be relieved to hear that no damage was done on 
Saturday night.” 

It takes Lulu a moment to translate Dean Connor’s words into her 
language. 

“What do you mean?”  
“We’ve contacted Miss Zhang prior to this meeting.” Dean Connor 

gestures at the girl. “She clarified that Mr. Miller had her consent.”  
The girl makes no reaction at the mention of her name. 
“What do you mean,” Lulu asks, “that Miller had her consent?” 

      “Well, it means permission. Approval. Go-ahead.” 
“I know the definition in English.” 
“Oh. Okay. What was your question then?” 
 “It can’t be consent,” Lulu says. “I saw it with my own eyes. He 

forced himself on her.” 
Dean Connor slowly shakes his head as if he is afraid to startle 

Lulu. 
“According to Miss Zhang’s statement, nothing has happened 

against her will.” 
“She was crying for my help!”  
 “Miss Zhang, were you crying for Miss Bai’s help?” Dean Connor 

asks the girl, who shakes her head with a sudden twitch.  
He continues, “Would you say that everything happened under 

your consent?”  
The girl nods. 
“There,” Dean Connor says to Lulu, “you can take it off your 

mind.” 
Lulu does not respond. She must have a stubborn look on her 

face, because Dean Connor adopts a sugarcoated tone that adults use 
on a child. 



 
 

  

“Thank you for reaching out. It’s heartwarming to see that girls 
like you are looking out for each other.” 

Dean Connor sends them out of his office. Once the door is closed, 
Lulu steps aside for the new girl to pass, but the girl does not rush 
through. She turns around, speaks to Lulu for the first time in 
English, “Mind your own fucking business.” 

  
hat night, when Lulu lies in bed, her lips still tremble from all 
the sharp comebacks she could have made. Out of all her 

vocabulary in two languages, Lulu chose silence. The word fuck 
stupefied her like the Saturday night when Logan told her to fuck off. 
It is not that Lulu cannot curse. Cursing in a stepmother language is 
easier than in her native tongue. When Lulu flips over her pillow to 
the cooler side, she realizes the girl would never admit the assault. It 
was the girl’s first semester abroad and she was fooling around at a 
secret society party, which was an achievement on its own. As for 
Lulu, instead of being a righteous witness, she is an overreacting 
goody two-shoes—the most fresh-off-the-boat stereotype a Chinese 
girl can be.  

She should let it go. The girl has dropped the dance class, and 
Lulu has defended her territory, but there is a third person who 
knows what Lulu has seen. In the dining hall, as Lulu eats the prison 
food, Logan Miller sits two tables away from her. He turns to her and 
licks the raspberry jam off his middle finger. Lulu pushes her plate 
away. She cannot swallow anymore. 

She stops sleeping with Chris. In the darkness, Chris smells like 
Logan, doggy and sweaty. Lulu tries to force the girl out of her mind, 
but the girl is always there, lying with Lulu under her sheet, 
breathing, existing. She gazes at Lulu with her small, squinty 
Chinese eyes until those eyes become Lulu’s own. And someone is on 
top of the girl. Someone is on top of Lulu. She struggles to push him 
off her.   

She hears Chris rolling off the bed.  
“What the fuck?” he moans.  
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She says sorry. He accepts her apology, leans forward to caress 
Lulu, but she shakes him off.  

“What’s wrong, babe?” 
“I’m not in the mood.” 
“Oh, is your period coming?” 
“What? Yeah. Sure.” 
Chris picks up his shirt and leaves, thoughtfully closing the door 

behind him. After he is long gone, her sheet is still stained with his 
Caucasian smell. She heads to the laundry room, throws her sheet in 
the washer and then the tumble dryer. While waiting, Lulu stares 
down at her hands. She remembers Logan complimented her hairless 
softness when they were together, and she wants to skin herself. 

How could it happen? How could Logan haunt her without even 
touching her? Lulu wonders if witnessing the sexual assault is more 
visceral than experiencing it, because the other girl can indulge 
herself in self-deception, but Lulu’s brain does not care enough to 
paint a pretty picture. What Lulu saw was a fact. By acquiescing, she 
empowers Logan Miller.  

She has two years left at Rosemary College to bear with his eyes. 
Winter, then spring. Bright colors will return to trees like migrant 
birds. Callery pear blossom along the red brick paths, five-pedaled 
white flowers filling the campus with the smell of semen. If Lulu 
bruises her toes in pointe shoes, with enough time, the injury will 
heal like it has never happened. But Logan is always here, his 
existence making every second of the past true again. Lulu 
remembers the university president’s speech about concealed 
weapons. She holds out a finger gun with one eye closed, revives the 
night when Logan tells her to fuck off. And she answers him by 
pulling the trigger, until he lies still, his imaginary blood spilled over 
the white porcelain floor tiles.  

Lulu feels better now. The dryer beeps, and she reaches for her 
sheets. But as soon as Lulu opens the dryer, he resurrects. His smell 
ambushes her.  

  



 
 

  

t first, Lulu is sitting outside the Dean’s Office with her head 
buried on her knees, but passersby keep checking on her since 

she is in a universally acknowledged breakdown position, until Lulu 
pulls out her phone to act occupied. At 9:17AM, Dean Connor appears 
at the end of the hallway holding a cup of coffee. Lulu lifts her face. 

 “Good morning, Miss Bai,” Dean Connor says. “Am I pronouncing 
it correctly?” He smiles a charming smile while searching for the 
office key in his pocket. “How’ve you been?” 

Not well. Lulu was going to ask him for a reevaluation on the 
sexual assault report, but she realizes they will arrive at the same 
dead end, with the girl denying and Logan walking away with no 
consequences.  

She must erase Logan at all costs.  
“I lied.” Lulu says like she has rehearsed many times. “I lied 

about the Saturday night. He did not assault her.” 
Dean Connor stares at Lulu with a half-open mouth. 
“It was me,” Lulu continues. “It wasn’t her. It was me. He did it to 

me.” 
“Do you know the consequences of making such a serious 

accusation?” 
Lulu thinks of the girl: dark hair, blurry face. Instinct tells Lulu 

that even if the girl does not testify Lulu’s claim, the girl will not 
bother to contradict her. It is the bare minimum of understanding 
among their own kind: to keep their mouths shut when justice is done 
at their convenience. Dean Connor repeats his question, and Lulu 
nods. Once, twice, as if it is the last thing she can do before tomorrow 
takes her by force. 
 
 
“Her Own Kind” was the winner of the 2022 Patty Friedmann 
Writing Competition’s short story category. 
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